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Executive summary  

 

The everyday use of digital technologies is creating vast reservoirs of data. This data has 

huge but largely untapped, potential. It could be used to transform public services, 

promote sustainability and enhance quality of life. The ‘Strategic partnership for 

Innovative in Data Analytics in Schools’ (SPIDAS) project aims to innovate and extend 

best practice in the teaching of data analytics through student-centered, problem-based 

learning, focusing on the impacts of extreme weather events. 

This State of the Art reports, the first output of SPIDAS project, describing innovative and 

effective practices relating to the teaching of data analytics in school age education. Data 

analytics (DA) in school is defined as a process of 'engaging creatively in exploring data, 

including big data, to understand our world better, to draw conclusions, to make decisions 

and predictions, and to critically evaluate present/future courses of actions'. This process 

involves the six competencies for DA, i.e. statistical literacy, ICT literacy, critical thinking, 

creativity, communications and collaborations, and ethics and social impacts. 

Based on literature review of the teaching and learning of DA, principles for innovative 

teaching of DA are the use of real world problems are related to students’ interests and 

require real (multivariate) data to be explored, a project based approach, teachers' roles 

to enrich, structure and scaffold students’ collaborative inquiry, give specific and planned 

guidance, use technological data visualization/manipulation tools such as TinkerPlots or 

CODAP which can provide multiple and dynamic representations of data and models and 

so on. Also it is necessary to provide safe and encouraging learning environments to 

reduce their anxiety levels. 

 

Taro Fujita, Sibel Kazak, Manoli Pifarre Turmo & Nasser Mansour 

November  2018  



 

  

 

   
 

State of Art review – Introduction 

 

1.1. Project aim 

Data are widely considered to be a driver of better decision making and improved 

profitability, and this perception has some data to back it up. (Waller and Fawcett, 

2013, p. 77)  

The everyday use of digital technologies is creating vast reservoirs of data. This data has 

huge but largely untapped, potential. It could be used to transform public services, 

promote sustainability and enhance quality of life. Corporate capacity to understand data 

has become so central to competitive advantage that ‘big data’ has been termed ‘the ‘new 

oil’ that will fuel our economy in the coming decades’. However it is useless if we don’t 

have the skills and creativity to turn it into insight and action.  

The ‘Strategic partnership for Innovative in Data Analytics in Schools’ (SPIDAS) project 

aims to innovate and extend best practice in the teaching of data analytics through 

student-centered, problem-based learning, focusing on the impacts of extreme weather 

events. This is a project led by Exeter University (UK), Universidad de Lleida (Spain), 

Pamukkale Üniversitesi (Turkey) the Met office (UK), and their local school partners, 

funded by the ERASMUS +programme, in the “Strategic partnerships in the fields of 

School Education” funding sub-programme in 2017-20. 

SPIDAS will highlight the way weather and climate connects students and communities 

across EuSPIDAS stands for Strategic partnership for Innovative in Data Analytics in 

Schools and in this innovate and extend best practice in the teaching of data analytics 

through student-centred, problem-based learning, focusing on the impacts of weather and 

climate change. Understanding climate change, weather, its unpredictability and impacts 

is one of the greatest data challenge of our time and one of the deepest concerns of 

young people across Europe. SPIDAS brings young people, teachers and researchers 

across Europe together to understand how we can respond to these challenges in a 

collaborative project; takes account of differences in our educational systems; builds on 



 

  

 

   
 

our best practice; and draws together and disseminates lessons at the European level. 

Our specific objectives are as follows: 

 Raise young peoples’ understanding of role data can play in addressing a wide 

range of real-world problems. 

 Provide young people with the statistical and ICT/digital skills they need to use 

data to address these problems. 

 Help young people to acquire the questioning, team-working and communication 

skills needed for careers in data analytics.  

 Raise young peoples’ interest and participation in subjects related to data analytics 

at higher levels. 

 Increase students’ critical thinking, collaboration, creativity and caring. 

 Improve teachers’ skills, confidence and ability to teach data analytics, statistics 

and other related skills. 

 Generate new knowledge and capacity to use ICT / data visualisation tools. 

 Enhance teachers’ ability to design and deliver projects focused on active student-

centered / problem-based learning. 

The following three outputs will be produced by the end of SPIDAS project: 

 IO1 State of art review – This output will be one overall documents and a series 

of three local written reports, one for each partner country, describing innovative 

and effective practices relating to the teaching of data analytics in school age 

education. The State of the Art reports will describe the context for innovative 

practice in each partner country e.g. differences in compulsory learning or levels 

of uptake in relevant subjects (Maths / ICT), gender participation in these subjects 

and the extent to which data analytics skills (e.g. statistics, data presentation, 

coding) are covered in these curriculum areas. 

 IO2 Pilot Project Evaluations – This output will consist of a series of four 

Evaluation Reports, based on the work of participating schools. The pilot project 

evaluation reports will be produced to a common framework, using common tools 

and methods, focused on agreed aims and learning outcomes.  



 

  

 

   
 

 IO3 SPIDAS - Data Analytics Toolkit - The SPIDAS Toolkit will be an on-line 

resource that will enable schools across the EU to develop their data analytics 

projects building on our own examination of the state-of the-art and findings 

emerging from the pilot projects.  

This report mainly provide our summary of work in the first output, State of the Art 

Review.  

 

1.2. The aim of the State of Art Review 

It is essential for us to have consensus views about innovative and effective practice in 

data analytics before developing and testing new materials and new cross-curricula 

approaches. The aim of this State of Art review is to provide a comprehensive summary 

of innovative and effective practices relating to the teaching of data analytics in school 

age education. We work around the following research questions: 

 What is data analytics in schools and what skills and competencies are related to 

data analytics? 

 What is known in terms of innovative and effective practices in data analytics in 

schools which will be used as underpinnings to design pilot studies? 

 What attitudes do students have in weather, and what topics are they interested 

in? 

 What are the rudimentary ideas of DA and how are they expressed among 

students at different ages? 

 How do students interact with ill-structured real world problems in the context of 

weather to apply techniques and process of DA? 

 What are the innovative tasks or sequences of instructional activities that foster 

students' ideas related to DA process? 

 How can new visualisations using technological tools enrich students' conceptual 

understanding in DA processes? 

 How can the project-based learning approach promote DA skills, collaboration and 

critical thinking? 



 

  

 

   
 

 How does the problem-based learning approach implemented in DA toolkit impact 

on students’ affections, such as attitude and anxiety towards DA? 

In this review we start defining data analytics in schools, identify links to other EU projects, 

and then critically evaluate the existing pedagogy for innovative teaching practice 

including the use of technology. We will describe the context for the teaching of data 

analytics in each partner country, e.g., students' interests in weather related topics, 

differences in compulsory learning or levels of uptake in relevant subjects (Maths/ICT), 

and the extent to which data analytics skills (e.g., statistics, data presentation, coding, 

etc.) as well as other skills (communications, collaborations, creativity, etc.) are covered 

in these curriculum areas.  

 

1.3. The structure of the review 

The review has the two main structure, Part A Literature review and Part B Data analytics 

in Spain, Turkey and the UK. In Part A, we review existing research into the teaching and 

learning of data analytics, in particular the following aspects: 

 Definition of Data Analytics (DA)  

 Evaluations of current pedagogy for innovative approaches to teach DA 

 Links to other EU projects: previous ERASMUS+ projects.  

 Evaluations of technological tools used to teach DA in schools 

In the part A, we will construct our conceptual framework for the teaching and learning of 

DA in schools.  

In the Part B, we summarise the current teaching related to DA in national contexts, in 

particular the following aspects: 

 Curriculum related with DA. Learning objectives related with DA, subjects, 

contents, textbooks, what data are used in daily lessons, etc.  

 How learning objectives related with DA across subjects are spread from primary 

to secondary grade levels (5-18 year olds) 



 

  

 

   
 

 Existing pedagogy in teaching journals. Examples of DA related projects in 

teaching 

 Existing websites (teaching associations, governmental…) to promote DA skills 

and resources 

 Survey teachers via interview, focus group or questionnaires, obtaining data to 

compare among SPIDAS partners 

 

1.4. Methods 

We achieve the aim of the review by undertaking various approaches, which will include 

the following activities: 

 Defining data analytics in schools 

 Literature review of existing knowledge in the teaching and learning of data 

analytics from research / professional journals (national / international) 

 Informal interview/focus group interview with the project partners to teachers, 

students, Met office scientists, etc.  

 Questionnaires or focus group interviews with students about what they are 

interested in. 

 Blog  

 Linking to other EU projects, e.g. previous ERASMUS+ project, etc.  

In particular, the main part of the review is ‘Literature review’. We initially searched 

relevant research papers in the major research journals in data analytics, statistics 

education, mathematics education, and education in general. We then divided them into 

the following themes: Definition of data analytics; Competencies in Data analytics; 

Teaching approaches. In the last theme “Teaching approaches”, we further reviewed 

relevant literature in terms of statistical teaching, Project-based learning in data analytics 

in schools, the use of technology and Confidence, resilience and anxiety summarised 

existing knowledge which will be useful to consider innovative teaching approaches in DA 

in schools.  

  



 

  

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part A - The Teaching and Learning 

of Data Analytics in Schools 

 

 

 

 

  



 

  

 

   
 

2. Data analytics: Definition and related competencies 

 

2.1. Definition of Data Analytics 

The everyday use of digital technologies is creating vast reservoirs of data. This data has 

huge, but largely untapped, potential. It could be used to transform public services, 

promote sustainability and enhance quality of life. Recent technological developments 

enable us to access more data. Ridgway and Nicholson (2017) state: 

There has been a dramatic increase in the volume and quality of data available 

from official sources that can be used to guide decision making, new and exciting 

ways to present and analyse data (e.g., via data visualisation), novel sorts of data 

(e.g., big data), and new ambitions (e.g., measuring hard to define constructs 

associated with social progress); these all present new challenges and 

opportunities. (pp. 8-9) 

Corporate capacity to understand data has become so central to competitive advantage 

that ‘big data’ has been termed ‘the ‘new oil’ that will fuel our economy in the coming 

decades’. But it is useless if we don’t have competencies, skills and creativity to turn it 

into insight and action. The SPIDAS projects aims at developing such skills around 'data 

analytics' for students via innovative and students-centred approach. Data analytics and 

analytics can have a range of different meanings. For example, Cooper (2012) defines it 

as follows: 

Analytics is the process of developing actionable insights through problem 

definition and the application of statistical models and analysis against existing 

and/or simulated future data. (p. 2) 

A definition by Piccano (2012) also provides us with wider perspectives in analytics, which 

is defined as follows:  

The generic definition of analytics is similar to data-driven decision making. 

Essentially it is the science of examining data to draw conclusions and, when used 

in decision making, to present paths or courses of action. In recent years, the 



 

  

 

   
 

definition of analytics has gone further, however, to incorporate elements of 

operations research such as decision trees and strategy maps to establish 

predictive models and to determine probabilities for certain courses of action. 

(Picciano, 2012, p. 12) 

We can also find many definitions of data analytics from internet sources (searched in 

November-December 2017) (see Table 2.1).  

Table 2.1: Definition of data analytics in web 

Web source Definition  

http://searchdatamanagement.techt

arget.com/definition/data-analytics 

 

Data analytics (DA) is the process of examining data sets in 

order to draw conclusions about the information they contain, 

increasingly with the aid of specialized systems and software. 

Data analytics technologies and techniques are widely used in 

commercial industries to enable organizations to make more-

informed business decisions and by scientists and researchers 

to verify or disprove scientific models, theories and 

hypotheses. 

https://www.techopedia.com/definit

ion/26418/data-analytics 

 

Data analytics refers to qualitative and quantitative techniques 

and processes used to enhance productivity and business 

gain. Data is extracted and categorized to identify and analyze 

behavioral data and patterns, and techniques vary according 

to organizational requirements. 

Data analytics is also known as data analysis. 

  

https://businessintelligence.com/di

ctionary/data-analytics/ 

 

Data analytics is an examination of data made to gain a better 

understanding of the data itself and the organization that 

produced it. In business intelligence, data analytics is 

employed to help identify strengths and weaknesses, 

streamline internal processes, cut costs, and increase gains. 

 

In order to visualise what key ideas are used in the definition of data analytics, we created 

a wordcloud1 from nine Internet sources as follows: 

http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/definition/data-analytics
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/definition/data-analytics
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/definition/data
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/26418/data-analytics
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/26418/data-analytics
https://businessintelligence.com/dictionary/data-analytics/
https://businessintelligence.com/dictionary/data-analytics/


 

  

 

   
 

 

Figure 2.1: Data analytics wordcloud from internet sources 

As we can see in Figure 2.1, the word 'business' is the most frequently used in these 

definitions and descriptions of data analytics, and other words, such as 'information', 

'process', 'statistical', 'predictive' etc., follow. This emphasis echoes Cooper and Piccano's 

definitions of analytics and data analytics above.  

We also see the word 'big' in the above cloud, but data do not have to be big, although it 

is also stated, for example, that "data analytics is a general term for any type of processing 

that looks at historical data over time, but as the size of organizational data grows, the 

term data analytics is evolving to favor big data-capable systems" 

(https://www.informatica.com/services-and-training/glossary-of-terms/data-analytics-

definition.html#fbid=XLAlnTWWkWy).  

In summary, we would like to define data analytics as a process of 'engaging creatively 

in exploring data, including big data, to understand our world better, to draw conclusions, 

to make decisions and predictions, and to critically evaluate present/future courses of 

actions'.  

 

2.2. Employers' needs for (big) data analytic skills 

https://www.informatica.com/services-and-training/glossary-of-terms/data-analytics-definition.html
https://www.informatica.com/services-and-training/glossary-of-terms/data-analytics-definition.html


 

  

 

   
 

In the wordcloud above, the word 'business' came at the centre. Indeed, employers' needs 

for data analytics are growing rapidly, in particular big data. The UK government stated 

in the policy paper UK Digital Strategy (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-

digital-strategy) as follows: 

Developments such as the rising use of social media and the increasing adoption 

of new technologies like the Internet of Things mean more data is being produced 

than ever before. At the same time, lower costs of collection, storage and 

processing - coupled with rising computing power - are making this data a rich raw 

material. This is creating new opportunities for business growth across all industry 

sectors, changing how we innovate, market, sell and consume services.  

In the recent review of the current curriculum for data science, Pittard (2018) also states 

the importance of data science in the commercial sector: 

In the commercial sector, real-time analysis of online transactional data has 

become central to achieving competitive advantage in some sectors and has led 

to new applications of predictive analytics and machine learning to address 

business problems. (p. 5)  

In fact, the Financial Times has already pointed out in 2014 that ‘Britain is expected to 

create an average of 56,000 big data jobs a year until 2020’. It also states that ‘The big 

data industry has thrived as sectors as diverse as weather forecasting and fraud 

investigation have realised the business benefits of using consumer data to predict future 

trends’. Similarly, in their summary report in 2014, a company, Statistical Analysis System 

(SAS), reported that ‘With demand for big data specialists forecast to increase by 160 per 

cent between 2013 and 2020, adding 346,000 big data jobs, hiring and keeping skilled 

big data refiners could become a costly exercise’ (SAS, 2014, p. 5). 

It is also reported that employers are having difficulties to find potential employees who 

would be soundly equipped by data analytics skills. For example, the SAS reported skills 

related to managerial, acumen, sector knowledge/understanding, presentation and 

interpersonal are particularly difficult to fill (ibid. p. 30).  



 

  

 

   
 

It is also reported that employers are having difficulties to find potential employees who 

would be soundly equipped by data analytics skills. For example, the SAS reported skills 

related to managerial, acumen, sector knowledge/understanding, presentation and 

interpersonal are particularly difficult to fill (ibid. p. 30).  

We also had a conversation with Mr Charlie Ewen, Director of Technology and CIO at 

Met Office in March 2018. Mr Ewen suggested that it is important to consider or address 

the following points for teaching and learning of data analytics in schools: 

 Three domains of data: Data which describes something happened, data which 

describes a set of hypothesis why it happened, data which describes a prediction 

of future state. At the Met office, scientists are mainly undertaking data analytics 

to understand why something happens, i.e. the second domain of data analytics. 

 However, we also need data/information engineers who can understand the 

difference between the three domains of data analytics with confidence, and 

communicate with other people.  

 It seems in the teaching of current data analytics, teaching just for data scientists 

who can scientifically deal with the data why something has happened 

scientifically, but we need to educate more information engineers? 

 Students should develop understanding what ‘data’ actually mean: input, data as 

outcome, etc.  

 Positive attitudes & confidence towards using & applying DA should be more 

emphasised rather than just teaching procedural fluency. 

It is particularly inspiring to talk to him about the different domains of the data science, 

and there should be a balance between the teaching and learning for data scientists and 

data/information engineers.  

 

2.3. Conceptual framework for the teaching and learning of data 

analytics in schools  



 

  

 

   
 

According to our review of definitions of data analytics (DA) in the literature, in this project 

we view DA as a process of 'engaging creatively in exploring data, including big data, to 

understand our world better, to draw conclusions, to make decisions and predictions, and 

to critically evaluate present/future courses of actions'. Hence at the heart of our 

conceptual framework for DA in schools (Figure 2.2) is the cyclic process of acts that we 

expect when students engage in DA. It is called ‘Data Analytics Cycle’ drawn on PPDAC 

statistical inquiry cycle (Wild and Pfannkuch, 1999), statistical thinking (Wild, Utts and 

Horton, 2011) and informal statistical inference (Makar and Rubin, 2009, 2018). In the 

context of SPIDAS, this investigative cycle is particularly concerned with solving real 

world problems related to weather. Since DA is associated with data-driven decision 

making, in order to figure out what actions to take for solving a problem using data one 

needs to acquire more knowledge (Wild et al., 2011) and gain a better understanding of 

data.  

 

Figure 2.2 A framework for DA in schools: Data Analytics Cycle and Competence Areas  

The Data Analytics Cycle in our framework has the following steps: 

 Define the problem. (a) Recognising the need for data; (b) Generating specific 

questions that can be answered with data 



 

  

 

   
 

 Consider data. (a) Deciding what individuals or entities to obtain data on, what to 

measure and how to collect data; (b) Collecting and tidying/organising data 

 Explore data. Analysing data using data visualization tools (i.e. tables, graphs), 

appropriate calculations (i.e. mean, median, standard deviation, quartiles, p-value 

etc.) and statistical models (i.e. probability distributions) 

 Draw conclusions. (a) Using data as evidence for generalizations beyond 

describing the given data; (b) Expressing an articulation of uncertainty  ̶  for 

example, a qualitative way of expressing uncertainty “an observed result is 

“surprising” or “unlikely”” (Makar and Rubin, 2018, p. 276); (c) Communicating 

what has been learned 

 Make decisions. Making predictions and decisions based on data with 

acknowledgment of uncertainty  

 Evaluate courses of actions. Evaluating courses of actions in connection with the 

problem defined earlier  ̶  what actions need to be taken? (e.g., collect more data, 

do more analyses, ask experts and so on) 

In Figure 2.2 the investigative cycle is complemented with various competence areas that 

are in line with the existing frameworks such as "Framework for 21st Century Learning" 

(http://www.p21.org/about-us/p21-framework) by the Partnership for the 21st Century 

Learning (P21), or The Royal Society’s (2016) report (in partnership with the Royal 

Statistical Society) on “the need for data analytics skills”, or ProCivitStats framework 

(Engagement & Action, Knowledge, Enabling Processes, 

http://community.dur.ac.uk/procivic.stat/index.php/resources/conceptual-framework/). 

The competence areas for DA in our framework and competence descriptors are as 

follows:  

 Statistical literacy. (a) Understanding basic statistical concepts, vocabulary, 

procedures and techniques; (b) Interpreting and evaluating statistical information 

or data-based claims where they are contextualized; (c) Communicating opinions 

about the statistical information and concerns about the soundness of statistical 

arguments (Gal, 2002; Garfield, delMas and Chance, 2003).  

http://www.p21.org/about-us/p21-framework


 

  

 

   
 

 ICT literacy. Using technology or computing capabilities to understand and solve 

problems, to visualise, model, code and organize data, and to communicate 

statistical information. 

 Critical thinking. (a) Reasoning effectively; (b) Analysing and evaluating data-

based evidence and arguments; (c) Interpreting and making conclusions based on 

the best analysis; (d) Reflecting critically on processes in solving problems.  

 Creativity. (a) Using different approaches/techniques in a particular task; (b) 

Generating new ideas and methods; (c) Being open to new diverse perspectives  

 Communication and collaboration. (a) Using available tools and language 

effectively in articulating thoughts/ideas in the problem context; (b) Working with 

others effectively in groups 

 Ethics and social impact. (a) Taking responsibility to both act and refrain from 

certain actions with the interests of society at large in mind; (b) Demonstrating 

consciousness about the challenges in the digital age (see Ananiadou and Claro, 

2009).  

In the next section, we are going to introduce our pedagogical underpinnings for the 

effective teaching and learning of data analytics from primary to post-16 education. 



 

  

 

   
 

3. Teaching approaches for data analytics 

 

3.1. Introduction 

As we have defined in the previous section, data analytics in schools is a process 

exploring data including big data to understand our world better, to draw conclusions, to 

make decisions and predictions, and to critically evaluate present/future paths or courses 

of action. The related competence areas for productive data analytics are statistical 

literacy, ICT literacy, critical thinking, creativity, communications and collaborations, and 

ethics and social impacts. A question to be explored is what teaching approaches to be 

considered so that our students can engage in a productive data analytics process and 

developing the relevant competencies.  

Let us start from insights from statistics education as the Royal Satistical Society’s report 

(2016) states that ‘(e)xpert data analysts need deep mathematical and statistical rigour 

aligned with strong technical skills in coding, modelling and visualisation’ (p. 4). Vidic 

(2006) summarised the statistics teaching recommended by many authors in the 

Proceedings of International Conference on Teaching Statistics (ICOTS) and the Journal 

of Statistics Education, which focused around at least one of the following features:  

 teaching statistics through concrete real-life cases  

 teaching statistics with computer programs,  

 cooperative learning with group work,  

 active learning with experiments. 

We therefore searched literature related to the above four points including teachers' roles, 

and this section provides our critical review and summary of existing studies related to 

innovative teaching approaches to data analytics. Mainly goolescholar was utilised to 

search a range of different sources. We also started from the major mathematics 

education journals such as Educational Studies in Mathematics, ZDM, Journal of 

Mathematical Behavior, Statistics Education Research Journals, Teaching Statistics, etc.  

 



 

  

 

   
 

3.2. Insights from research in the teaching of statistics 

3.2.1. Principles of the teaching and learning of statistics 

The Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education (Franklin et al., 

2007) proposed the following components as a framework for the teaching and learning 

of statistics in schools: 

 Formulate questions, anticipating variability; 

 Collect data, acknowledging variability; 

 Analyse data, taking account of variability; 

 Interpret results, allowing for variability.  

Similar to this, the data handling stages 'collecting, organising, representing and 

interpreting' (e.g., Haylock, 2014) are widely used as a common approach to teach data 

handling and statistics.  

Garfield and Ben-Zvi (2009) describe how to implement a statistics course designed to 

develop statistical inference/reasoning at the introductory secondary or tertiary level. The 

advocated teaching approach is different than traditional lectures, e.g., ‘teaching as 

telling’ approach (p. 73). It is based on constructivist principles of learning. In this 

approach, the learning environment involves a ‘combination of text materials, class 

activities and culture, discussion, technology, teaching approach and assessment’ (p. 73). 

This approach is guided by Cobb and McClain's (2004) six principles of instructional 

design: 

1. Focus on developing central statistical ideas rather than on presenting set of 

tools and procedures. 

2. Use real and motivating data sets to engage students in making and testing 

conjectures. 

3. Use classroom activities to support the development of students’ reasoning. 

4. Integrate the use of appropriate technological tools that allow students to test 

their conjectures, explore and analyse data, and develop their statistical reasoning. 



 

  

 

   
 

5. Promote classroom discourse that includes statistical arguments and sustained 

exchanges that focus on significant statistical ideas. 

6. Use assessment to learn what students know and to monitor the development 

of their statistical learning, as well as to evaluate instructional plans and progress. 

(Garfield and Ben-Zvi, 2009, p. 73) 

According to these principles, it is important for students to develop deep understanding 

of key statistical ideas, such as data, distribution, centre and variability, correlation etc. It 

is also emphasised that students need to experience various methods of collecting and 

producing data and understand how these methods affect the quality of data and 

appropriate types of analyses. Two different models of class activities are described: 1) 

engaging students in making about a statistical problem or data set, and 2) group work 

for solving a problem. Data sets need to be interesting enough to motivate students to 

make conjectures and test them. For example, Pittard (2018) states as follows: 

Integrating modern data science and making it relevant to curriculum study at 

secondary level is likely to depend on the creation of good ‘intermediary’ datasets 

and models with conceptual veracity in the secondary curriculum, and which can 

be brought into the data-analytical or mathematical sphere of students. (p. 15) 

Although this is a suggestion for secondary schools, this statement is applicable to any 

stage of the teaching and learning of data analytics.  

The use of real data has pedagogical benefits. For example, Singer and Willett (1990) 

state that the use of the real data can enrich the teaching of statistics at all levels, and 

desired pedagogical characteristics of real data should have the following attributes: 

authenticity, background information, interests and relevance, substantive learning, 

availability of multiple analyses, importance of real data and case identifier (pp. 224-5). 

On the other hand, they also identify some drawbacks when we use real data in 

classroom, e.g. the workload of finding read data sets, small data sets and statistical 

power, aggregate data and self-selected samples, and in class testing. In particular, it is 

true that it is very difficult to find an authentic data sets and appropriate sample sizes for 

samples (pp. 225-6). While these drawbacks should be carefully dealt with, in this project, 



 

  

 

   
 

it is beneficial to work with the Met office as we can obtain authentic, and relevant weather 

data sets relatively easily, although we need to carefully craft to what extent we need to 

‘clean’ raw data sets so that a range of different grades of students can engage rich data 

analytics process appropriately.  

The use of technology allows students to spend more time on learning how to select 

appropriate analysis and how to interpret data instead of focusing on complicated 

calculations. Technology tools also help students visualize statistical concepts and 

understand abstract ideas through dynamic multiple representations and simulations (see 

section 3.4 below). To promote effective classroom discourse and dialogues, students 

should be encouraged to develop statistical arguments or inferences based on evidence 

to support their data analyses and comment on each other's ideas by providing them a 

classroom environment for freely expressing their ideas. Assessment needs to focus on 

understanding of key statistical ideas, reasoning and thinking as well as skills, procedures 

and computations in relation to the learning goal. Forms of alternative assessment include 

statistics projects, critiquing a graph in a newspaper (to assess students' statistical 

literacy), writing short essays (to assess their reasoning) and so on.  

 

3.2.2. Comparing different data sets 

Watson and English (2018) report their study of primary school children's progress in their 

understanding of statistics. Informal statistical inference is important in ‘decision-making 

in relation to a statistical question for a population based on evidence from a sample and 

acknowledging a degree of uncertainty in that decision’ (Watson and English, 2018, p. 

36). This informal statistical inferences become a foundation of formal/advanced 

statistical inference. In order to develop informal inferences in statistics, their teaching 

approaches were informed by the use of comparing two data sets, and critical statistical 

literacy. Comparing two (or three) data sets can motivate students' learning (Watson and 

Moriz, 1998; Watson and English, 2018). One of the strengths of the use of two data sets 

can result more intuitive use of mean, median etc., and this in turn can encourage 

students to use such measurements more meaningful ways (Bakker and Derry, 2011). 



 

  

 

   
 

The other is critical statistical literacy, described as ‘critical thinking in situations to judge 

the claims resulting from the practice of statistics as carried out by others’ (Watson and 

English, 2018, p. 37). For providing an authentic topic for students, they consider the use 

of reports from media, and ask students to critically examine questions, data and 

interpretations used in surveys reported in media. For example, inspired by an extract 

from the media, 11-12 year old children worked with problems "Do brown-eyed grade 6 

students have faster reaction times than other grade 6 students?". In our project, we 

would like to use weather related data, and it might be interesting to start from weather 

related claims in newspaper or internet.  

 

3.2.3. Modelling approach 

Another teaching approach is a modelling approach. This approach can be used to foster 

students' statistical inferences (e.g., Doerr et al., 2017), because ‘statistical modeling 

simultaneously exposes students to statistical and probability concepts and reasoning 

between real data distributions and simulated data distributions’ (Patel and Pfannkuch, 

2018, p. 2).  

A model is ‘a representation of structure in a given system’ (Hestenes, 2010, p. 17), and 

the curriculum design should consider to provide the following opportunities (p. 33): 

 proficiency with conceptual modeling tools 

 qualitative reasoning with model presentations 

 procedures for quantitative measurement 

 comparing models to data 

Pfannkuch et al. (2016) proposed a framework for probability/statistics modelling as the 

following cyclic process 'Problem situation – What to know – Assumptions – Build the 

stochastic model – Test the model – Use the model'. This approach promotes students 

seeing structure in given situations and applying structure, bridging mathematical and real 

world and enriching their thinking and reasoning. English and Watson (2018) also 

describe a modelling approach with the following four components: ‘working in shared 

problem spaces between mathematics and statistics; interpreting and reinterpreting 



 

  

 

   
 

problem contexts and questions; interpreting, organising and operating on data in model 

construction; and drawing informal inferences.’ (p. 103). They consider this approach has 

potential to foster students' statistical literacy because problems are complex, not 

organised and ill-structured and therefore students have to make sense of problem 

contexts, organise data so that they can manage and work with, and make decisions and 

inferences about data and their interpretations. For example, as an example, students 

can work with a problem ‘You are to select Australia’s best 6 swimmers to compete in 

either the women’s or men’s 100 m freestyle event at the Rio Olympics. Your selection 

should ensure Australia has the best chance of winning gold’ (p. 108).  The suggestions 

from modelling approaches echo what we consider the process of data analytics in the 

previous section (Figure 2.2), and what we need to consider is how we can design such 

problems by using weather data from the Met office in the UK. 

The modelling approach is growing rapidly thanks to the promotion of modelling 

approaches in mathematics and technological tools such as Tinkerplots (see section 

3.4.1). One of the latest special issues in the journal ZDM Mathematics Education 

publishes papers in modelling approaches in statistics education. This issue is a 

showcase of the latest studies in statistical modelling, e.g. 10-11 year olds students’ 

understandings of distribution through modelling (Fielding-Wells, 2018), 11-12 year old 

students’ statistical reasoning with samples (Aridor and Ben-Zvi, 2018), comparing data 

conjecture driven/data driven models in statistical reasoning (Divir and Ben-Zvi, 2018) 

etc.  

 

3.3. Project-based learning in data analytics in schools 

3.3.1 Project-based learning approaches  

In the SPIDAS project we expect students to be active in investigating data for decision 

making, etc. We also encourage our students to collaborate and communicate effectively, 

and critically evaluate data and make decisions. They also develop their social impacts 

and ethics about their data and decisions. In addition to the teaching approaches 

discussed above, project-based learning (PBL) in mathematics and science might be able 



 

  

 

   
 

to provide an approach for such learning experience because in such learning ‘[s]tudents 

drive their own learning through inquiry, as well as work collaboratively to research and 

create projects that reflect their knowledge’ (Bell, 2010, p. 39). The idea of PBL is not new 

and indeed it rooted Dewey's educational philosophy (Blumenfeld et al., 1991). PBL aims 

to help students to (Hmelo-Silver, 2004, p. 240): 

1) construct an extensive and flexible knowledge base; 

2) develop effective problem-solving skills; 

3) develop self-directed, lifelong learning skills; 

4) become effective collaborators; and 

5) become intrinsically motivated to learn. 

The problems used in PBL should be as follows (p. 244): 

To foster flexible thinking, problems need to be complex, ill-structured, and open-

ended; to support intrinsic motivation, they must also be realistic and resonate with 

the students’ experiences. A good problem affords feedback that allows students 

to evaluate the effectiveness of their knowledge, reasoning, and learning 

strategies. The problems should also promote conjecture and argumentation. 

This comment echoes what English and Watson (2018) suggested above about types of 

problems used to enrich students' statistical inferences.  

PBL as a strategy is a top-down process that requires students to solve problems, 

analyse, synthesize, think critically, and communicate knowledge from several disciplines 

which has been promoted by constructivism (Terhart, 2003). Bland (2004) summarises 

the processes of learning through the problem-based learning (for UK medical school 

students): 

students working in a small group are presented with a problem, typically a 

description of a patient presentation. They decide what features of the problem are 

outside their present knowledge and divide these topics between them. They then 



 

  

 

   
 

research their topics using library and internet material and report back to the next 

small group tutorial with their findings (p.1). 

Barrows (1986) developed a taxonomy that categorized PBL into six categories in three 

levels by using two variables. The first variable is self-direction that varies from the 

teacher-directed, to student and teacher-directed, and to student-directed. The second is 

the problem structure that differs according to the complexity of the problem; well-

structured, between ill-and well-structured, and ill-structured. The following diagram 

illustrates this PBL taxonomy (see Figure 3.1). 

 

Figure 3.1: The representative models of Barrows’ PBL taxonomy (Hung, 2011, p. 481) 

In general, PBL is received well in the current educational research and practice, but there 

are some criticisms. For example, un-guided or minimally guided approaches might be 

risky. In their critical review of related literature, Krischner et al. (2006) concluded: 

Although un-guided or minimally guided instructional approaches are very popular 

and intuitively appealing, the point is made that these approaches ignore both the 

structures that constitute human cognitive architecture and evidence from 

empirical studies over the past half-century that consistently indicate that minimally 

guided instruction is less effective and less efficient than instructional approaches 



 

  

 

   
 

that place a strong emphasis on guidance of the student learning pro- cess.  (p. 

75) 

Acknowledging the criticism, it is important to consider how to design students' activities 

by considering to what extent we need to guide or direct our students to maximise their 

learning. In fact, it is possible to adopt PBL with a guided instructional approach by, for 

example dividing big problems in different phases with guidance and scaffolds (Simons 

& Klein, 2007).   

 

3.3.2 Team-based learning 

Recently, an increasing number of medical schools have adopted a methodology called 

team-based learning (TBL) which combines individual and small-groups learning in an 

interesting way. TBL is an educational strategy developed by Larry Michaelsen in the late 

1970s for business course students in the University of Oklahoma. The purpose of this 

method is to create opportunities of the students to develop skills, acquire and apply 

knowledge through activities including individual work and teamwork. It can be used in 

large or small classes divided in multiple small groups in a single classroom (Paes, 2015). 

To create a TBL section, it is necessary first to define what students should be able to do 

when they have finished the course or unit of learning. These outcomes must be 

described in the beginning and can be shown as a bullet-point list with several items 

related to the topic or, in a general mode, to the course. In a basic statistics course/unit it 

could be (Paes, 2015): 

 Design a simple research, defining clearly the type of the study and the target 

population; 

 Identify all characteristics (variables) to be observed and recognized the types of 

variables; 

 Formulate hypotheses related to the research objectives; 

 Understand the main principles of sample size calculations; 

 Collect, record and organize data (built a dataset) properly for the statistical 

analysis; 



 

  

 

   
 

 Conduct basic statistical analysis of clinical data by using a statistical computer 

software (this item includes descriptive analysis concept such as central tendency 

measures, variability, frequencies, tables and graphic representation of data); 

 Understand differences between descriptive and inferential statistical analysis and 

be aware of the limitations of the statistical inference. 

TBL consists of repeating sequences of three phases: 1) preparation (pre-class), 2) 

readiness assurance and 3) application of course concepts. Hagen, Awosoga, Kellett and 

Dei (2012) conducted a study of 104 undergraduate nursing students´ perceptions before 

and after an applied statistics course in TBL and by the end of their experience, it 

impacted on their anxiety positively dropped by approximately 40%.  

 

3.3.3 PBL and statistics course 

Vidic (2006) stated reasons why PBL is suitable for a basic statistics course, summarised 

in Table 3.1 below.  

Table 3.1 Why PBL is suitable for a basic statistics course 

Statistics PBL 

One of the main objectives of the use of statistics 

is to solve problems from a chosen field of study. 

In PBL, problem solving has a central role. 

Statistical problems dismantle the neat lines 

between disciplines. 

PBL with real complex problems connects different 

disciplines. 

Computer is a very important and useful tool in 

statistics. 

PBL requires IT and other sources for the 

acquisition of new information. 

Statistical engineering problems involve a lot of 

activities – they require teamwork. 

Students in PBL work in small groups. 

Learning statistics requires mathematical 

knowledge: learning with understanding. 

PBL students build new knowledge according to 

constructivist principles. 

 



 

  

 

   
 

A study in Turkey by Koparan & Güven (2014) examined the effect of project-based 

learning on 14 year old students’ statistical literacy levels. The lessons were taught for 

four weeks according to project based learning in the intervention group. The results of 

the study revealed that the approach increased students’ statistical literacy levels. The 

project topics are given to students are shown below.  

 The average monthly income and expenses of a family.  

 Statistics of the blood groups of students.  

 Turkish super league teams score statistics.  

 How many seconds 100 meters is run?  

 Students' height and weight statistics.  

 Students' success in math classes.  

 Trabzon Airport aircraft and passenger statistics. 

 Waste in our environment.  

 Statistics of daily activity.  

 Usage statistics for internet and mobile phone TV.  

 Popular career statistics in class. 

Another study by Jaki and Autin (2009) in the medical school at Lancaster University used 

a problem-based course in statistics for postgraduate students in science. The study 

reported that using PBL allows students to learn how to explore which statistical methods 

are appropriate in various situations. One of the scenarios the study used which can help 

develop similar scenarios for primary or secondary students, is described as follows: 

Improving Memory 

Dr. Pepe Roni, a researcher in memory psychology, believes that the amount of 

available energy impacts the memory in humans during the memorization phase. 

In particular he argues that a higher glucose-level in the bloodstream prior to 

studying has positive effects on both the long and short term memory. To validate 

his claim, he wants to perform an experiment to test if this effect does exist in 

reality. Having no prior experience in statistics, he has turned to you for your help. 

Can you help him design an experiment to test his claim? 



 

  

 

   
 

 

3.3.4 Teachers' roles in PBL 

This section shows that, implemented correctly, PBL is a student centred learning 

approach which allows teachers to take on new roles. For example, Stepien and 

Gallagher (1993) state that teachers act as models, thinking aloud with students and 

practicing behaviour they want their students to use. They familiarise students with 

metacognitive questions, such as 'What's going on here? What do we need to know more 

about? What did we do during the problem that was effective?', rather than asking closed 

factual questions. Then they coax and prompt students to use the questions and take on 

the responsibility for the problem. As time goes on, students become self-directed 

learners. To encourage the students' independence, the teachers then fade into the 

background and assume the role of colleagues on the problem solving team.   

The tutor/teacher’s role in project-based learning is very important at the design stage of 

the project or introducing the project/problem-based learning task to the students. For 

example, Donnelly and Fitzmaurice (2005) summarise their opinions of the teachers’ roles 

in PBL as follows:  

 Strong guidance is needed on how to tackle project work at the outset in order to 

reduce the likelihood of students attempting to undertake overly ambitious projects;  

 Project specifications should be more detailed than they would be in “face-to-face” 

teaching; 

 Careful piloting and testing of proposed projects should be undertaken in advance 

of the first presentation of the relevant course in order to establish reasonable 

estimates of time required for successful student completion; 

 Sample projects should be provided to indicate to students the scope of project 

expected in order to help students form a realistic picture of what they are expected 

to achieve;  

 Course teams should be aware of the importance of a Project Guide (a document 

containing guidelines for undertaking the relevant project) and strive to make it as 

clear and as helpful as possible;  



 

  

 

   
 

 It should be recognized that extra demands are made upon tutors both in terms of 

personal involvement and of time commitment in evaluating or assessing projects. 

Turan, Elcin, Odabası, Ward and Sayek (2009) argue that tutors need to achieve the skills 

and attitudes for ‘supporting the learning process and metacognitive knowledge” and 

“assessing and giving feedback’. They summarised the roles of teachers and tutors in 

PBL that effective tutors are able to promote discussion and they are often seen as part 

of the group and ask probing questions, to help students clarify their thinking, and, when 

necessary, to guide group processes. 

In reflecting on how the prospective PBL tutor might prepare for the role of learning 

facilitator, Malcolm Knowles (1975) identified seven elements. These can be paraphrased 

as follows (See Neville,1999, p. 394):  

1. Climate setting: Helping the learners become acquainted with each other as 

persons and as mutual learning resources, develop the skills of self-directed 

learning and understanding the role of the tutor;  

2. Planning: Deciding on how tutorials will run and how tutorial process and function 

decisions are to be made;  

3. Designing needs for learning: Consideration of how the tutor can frame content 

objectives so that students can take ownership of the learning process and 

compare their existing knowledge with the required objectives;  

4. Setting goals: Helping the students translate the diagnosed needs into clear, 

feasible learning objectives;  

5. Designing a learning plan: Helping the students design their learning plans, 

develop strategies for accessing resources etc.;  

6. Engaging in learning activities: Whereby the tutor considers what part of the 

learning should be his/her responsibility and what the students should be 

responsible for, collectively or individually;  

7. Evaluating learning outcomes: How to give constructive feedback to the students 

so as to enhance the self- directed learning process. 



 

  

 

   
 

In synthesis, teachers have an important role in encouraging students’ activity during 

PBL, promoting students’ self-directed learning and using group-based discussions to 

articulate, reflect upon and modify students’ own understanding. To summarise, teachers 

can create learning opportunities to enhance students’ interaction, collaboration and 

knowledge creation in PBL when s/he assumes one or more of these four roles:  

 Enrich and structure students’ collaborative inquiry. Teachers are committed to 

guide the phases, steps and implementation of an advanced inquiry process during 

PBL. Teacher structures the inquiry process in subtasks with tangible sub-goals 

that facilitates the group to proceed and reach higher levels of creative inquiry. In 

this sense, the instructor structures the key steps of the science inquiry by: posing 

questions or challenges; searching for data and evidences; generating 

explications, solutions to the challenge/questions. 

 Give specific and planned guidance. Teachers scaffold students’ creation or 

elaboration of their shared ideas and thoughts by providing, within networked 

databases, specific resources, templates, hints and tools. By offering these 

scaffolds, teachers help students to acquire specific strategies to reach further 

elaboration and articulation of their own ideas and construct a better creative 

solution to a challenge (Jang 2009; Kim, Suh, and Song 2015).  

 Organiser of the shared knowledge practices, instead of controller of students’ 

learning processes. Teacher organizes and plans the group workflow by providing 

the needed resources to help students to develop intersubjectivity and a 

commitment to negotiate their perspectives; to establish group ground rules for 

thinking together; and to enrich students’ own ideas to better solve the scientific 

challenge (Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, Viilo, and Hakkarainen 2010; Mudaly et al. 

2015). 

 Support the dialogue of students to create the shared object. Recent researchers 

have claimed that students’ ability to use talk collectively is crucial for collaborative 

inquiry in PBL. Thus, partners are engaged in generating a continuing and dynamic 

framework for their talk about their joint endeavour. Teachers can help to use 

language purposefully for thinking, discussion and creating together, which 



 

  

 

   
 

includes aspects such as: questions, reasons, justifications, examples, and 

explorations. Teachers’ talk can help students to grasp that learning in an 

interactive process and that understanding has to be built through a joint activity 

between teacher and students and among students in collaboration. Actually, 

students develop an increasing sense of responsibility for what and how they learn. 

Besides, this type of interaction can help students to recognize that knowledge is 

not only transmitted but also negotiated and re-created (Alexander 2017).  

 

3.4. The use of technology in data analytics 

3.4.1. TinkerPlots 

As we can see the six principles suggested by Cobb and McClain (2004), the use of 

technological tools is essential in the teaching and learning of data analytics, in particular 

when students deal with complex or big data. In their review of the teaching and learning 

of statistics for the students at all levels, Garfield and Ben-Zvi (2007) also stated: 

Technology-based instruction appears to help students learn basic statistics 

concepts by providing different ways to represent the same data set (e.g., going 

from tables of data to histograms to boxplots) or by allowing students to manipulate 

different aspects of a particular representation in exploring a data set (e.g., 

changing the shape of a histogram to see what happens to the relative positions 

of the mean and median) (p. 388) 

One benefit of the technology is data visualisation. Ridgway et al (2017) stated the 

practical and theoretical implications of the data visualisation as follows: 

At the practical level, data visualisations can facilitate exploratory learning and can  

be used directly to reshape teaching. At a conceptual level, understanding data 

visualisations has become an important element of statistical literacy. Students 

need experiences working with and critiquing novel visualisations. If we are to 

promote statistical literacy in the broader community, we need a better 



 

  

 

   
 

understanding of the cognitive processes involved in working with complex visual 

displays. (p. 6) 

Let us take several examples in which technological tools are used by focusing on 

TinkerPlots (Konold and Miller, 2011) which enables students to interact with data in 

intuitive and dynamic ways (TinkerPots is not the only tools and we have various tools 

which might be able to use for the teaching and learning of statistics). This software is 

now widely used internationally, and many research articles examine students' thinking 

and understanding of statistics and probability with TinkerPlots (e.g., see latest articles 

published in Statistics Education Research Journal https://iase-

web.org/Publications.php?p=SERJ_issues). With TinkerPlots, students can construct 

their own representations of data by ordering, stacking and separating data (Table 3.2 

and Figure 3.2).  

Table 3.2 TinkerPlots description 

 Description (Capabilities) 
Pros/Cons (free/licensed, 
easy to use, target age 
group etc) 

TinkerPlots 

http://www.tinkerplots.com/ 

 

TinkerPlots is a data visualization and 

modeling tool developed for use by middle 

school students through to university 

students. TinkerPlots can be used to teach 

grades 4 and up in subjects including 

mathematics, statistics, social science, or 

physical or biological science content - in 

any course in which data are relevant. 

With the Sampler Engine, students can 

design and run probability simulations, 

then plot the results to give a visual 

representation of the outcomes over many 

samples. With the Sampler Engine, 

TinkerPlots expands its focus from data and 

statistics to incorporate probability. 

Using the construction set of basic 

operations, students create a wide variety of 

(+) 8-9 year old and up to 

secondary schools  

(+) Best for young students  

(-) Graphing options can be 
limited 
(-) Licensed  

https://iase-web.org/Publications.php?p=SERJ_issues
https://iase-web.org/Publications.php?p=SERJ_issues
http://www.tinkerplots.com/


 

  

 

   
 

graphs, including standards like pie charts, 

histograms, and scatterplots, and novel 

graphs of their own invention. 

 

Figure 3.2 Modelling a chance game in TinkerPlots: On the left the Sampler is built with two spinners, 

one with 100% red and the other with 50% red and 50% blue sections, representing the proportions 

of red and blue chips in bag 1 and bag 2 respectively. The table in the middle shows the data collected 

from 1000 trials for randomly drawing one chip from each bag. The graph on the right displays the 

combined outcomes of the game (both chips being the same colour occurred 49% and both chips 

being different colours occurred 51% of the time). 

In Thailand, a study by Khairiree and Kurusatian (2009) investigated the effectiveness of 

using TinkerPlots and problem-based learning approach in statistics classes and to 

describe how TinkerPlots enhance 14-15 year old students’ understanding on the topic 

of descriptive statistics such as central tendency, statistical dispersion, and data 

presentation. Khairiree and Kurusatian describes TinkerPlots as one of the dynamic 

statistics software that provides opportunities for students to explore real data investigate 

and discover statistics concepts such as data presentation and concepts. TinkerPlots 

empower students to use their ability to create graphical representation, which will enable 

them to develop their visualisation skills, thinking skills, concepts and understanding. 

Khairiree and Kurusatian' study was conducted with 14-15 year-olds of Thaweetapisek 



 

  

 

   
 

Secondary School, Bangkok, Thailand. The statistics achievement tests were 

administered to all students in the sample. The test was conducted on two occasions as 

a pre-test, and post-test. The research finding showed that TinkerPlots can be used as 

an effective tool in enhancing active learning and students’ understanding in statistics. In 

addition, the students had positive attitude toward statistics after they learned statistics 

using TinkerPlots. 

Bakker and Derry (2011) pointed out the three challenges when we teach statistical 

inferences: 1) avoiding inert knowledge, e.g., ‘Even if students have learned the main 

statistical concepts and graphical displays, they often fail to use them to solve statistical 

problems’ (p. 7); 2) avoiding ‘atomistic approaches found in many textbooks’ and fostering 

‘coherence from a student perspective’ (p. 6); and 3) sequencing topics from a student 

perspective, e.g., ‘If the scientific definition of concept D builds on concepts A, B, and C, 

should A, B, and C then be taught before D?’ (p. 8). In order to resolve these challenges, 

Bakker and Derry took Robert Brandom's inferentialism approach, described as ‘giving 

priority to inference in accounts of what it is to grasp a concept’ (p. 9). Under this 

philosophical approach, they discussed how 12 year old students explored two data sets 

(the sizes of genetically engineered (GE) fish and normal fish) with TinkerPlots. 

Emphasising on statistical inferences with TinkerPlots helped the students make related 

knowledge, such as the concept of mean, more meaningful and made the activities more 

coherent than topic-by-topic approaches. Also, sequencing the teaching stating ‘with 

simple situations of comparing data sets of the same sample size and similar variation, 

delaying more complicated issues such as comparing groups with different sizes’ (p. 21) 

fostered the students awareness of the key statistical concepts (in this case awareness 

of different types of variation and sample size).  

STATSTALK project led by Kazak investigated the issues around (1) KS2 and KS3 UK 

students’ conceptual understanding of statistical and probabilistic ideas within informal 

statistical inference, which seems to be neglected in the early grades of schooling, (2) 

mediating roles of technological tools and children’s talk, and (3) recommendations for 

practical educational contexts. Another interesting feature of this study is a dialogic 

approach, which claims conceptual understanding might occur after learners had 



 

  

 

   
 

engaged in productive ‘dialogues’, which include more than exchanging recognisable 

utterances, but require a genuine interanimation of different perspectives such that there 

is a dialogic switch and individuals learn to see the problem ‘as if through other’s eyes’ 

(Wegerif, 2013; Kazak et al., 2015a). A combination of dialogic and technology based 

teaching can support students' conceptual understanding of mathematics - TinkerPlots 

and dialogues become scaffolding to develop their statistical inferences and decision 

making (Kazak et al. 2015a; 2015b).   

While TinkerPlots can offer powerful learning opportunities for students, similar to PBL, 

the roles of teachers should not be underestimated. For example, Watson and English 

(2018) reported the use of TinkerPlots by 12 year old students in Australia: 

It was disappointing that some students did not score as well on Parts B or C of 

the Assessment that were based on TinkerPlots graphs. Although students had 

filled in their Workbooks during class individually, they worked in pairs using 

TinkerPlots. It may have happened that one of the pair took over the manipulation 

on the computer screen, with the other not paying attention, hence recalling less 

of the activity. (p. 18) 

This finding implies that teachers carefully monitor or manage the use of TinkerPlots 

during teaching. In fact, in order to use educational technologies in effective ways, we 

need to consider factors such as task design, teacher, and educational context (Drijver, 

2015). Parero and Aldon (2016) also reported that with technology-based learning 

environments teachers' roles are very important. Similarly, in Kazak et al. (2015a; 2015b) 

students were taught how to work collaboratively through thinking together approach 

(Dawes, Mercer & Wegerif, 2000).  

 

3.4.2. CODAP 

Common Online Data Analysis Platform (CODAP, http://codap.concord.org/) is a free 

web-based data visualisation tool, described by Ridgway et al (2017) as “CODAP offers 

a way to move evidence to the centre of the curriculum, and to encourage engagement 

from a variety of disciplinary perspectives with statistical thinking” (p. 4). The website 



 

  

 

   
 

provides several ready-made learning environments, but we can easily create our own 

files by either inputting data manually or uploading text/csv files.  

Table 3.3 CODAP description 

CODAP  

 

Students can load their own data into an easy-to-

use web-based data analysis tool to create their 

own datasets, share visualizations, and discover 

data-driven insights. In the process, they will learn 

to understand the world through its data. 

(+) Free web-based data tool  

grades 6–14. 

(+) Basic features of the 

Sampler available in 

TinkerPlots 

(-) Learning curve can be steep  

 

More examples can be found 

from: http://ccssgames.com/ 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Example of CODAP 

When a data set is imported to CODAP, then we can create dynamic graphs by clicking 

‘Graph’ icon. Each data can be dragged and dropped onto the graph, and similar to 

Tinkerplots, it is possible to manipulate data visually in order to explore various 

relationships between data. Also it is possible to display values such as means, and draw 

http://ccssgames.com/


 

  

 

   
 

a least squares line or a box plot on the graph. The data can be treated as categorical, 

numerical, date, qualitative and boundary. Also by inputting longitudes/latitudes, it is 

possible to link between data and map. The figure below is an example of the air pollution 

levels measured in various streets in Exeter on CODAP.  

 

Figure 3.4. Air pollution level in Exeter 

This is a relatively new tool and the tool has not studied much but because of the similarly 

of TinkerPlots, it is expected that CODAP can provide opportunities for statistical 

reasoning and modelling with various real data.  

 

3.5 Confidence, resilience and anxiety 

We also want our students to engage data analytics with confidence and resilience. In 

order to achieve this outcome, we also need to consider mathematical anxiety (MA) that 

has been an interest in maths education research. For example, MA has been identified 

as a critical factor leading to poor achievement and engagement in mathematics and 

other quantitative disciplines (Hembree, 1990). Previous research has established that 

MA can vary substantially among different groups of learners, such as between genders, 

and across different countries, cultures and disciplines of study (Lee, 2009; Else-Quest 

et al. 2010). Identifying the factors underlying diversity in MA will help us understand why 

it occurs and predict the effectiveness of interventions for different types of learners in 

their data analytics. In fact, it seems that 'statistical anxiety' (SA) does exists.  



 

  

 

   
 

The study around SA is mainly related to HE contexts, so it might not be so relevant to 

our project, but some children might be anxious when they deal with big data. It is still 

uncertain what intervention might work to reduce students' SA. For example Chew and 

Dillon (2014) summarised advice for teaching (in particular HE contexts) as follows (pp. 

202-3): 

1. The emphasis on mathematics in a statistics course should be reduced. 

2. Instructors should structure the statistics course to discourage procrastination, e.g. 

using weekly assessment etc.  

3. A system should be in place to allow for anonymous questions because some 

students experience anxieties related to Fear of Asking for Help and Fear of 

Statistics Teachers. 

4. Humor should be integrated into statistics courses through the inclusion of 

cartoons on lecture slides or by adopting a humorous teaching style. 

5. Instructors could try to exhibit certain anxiety-reducing behaviors in class.  

In primary or secondary teaching, 1 and 4 might be more relevant than the others. For 1, 

the use of technology including calculators can be considered, and for 4, laughter is one 

of the important factors for conceptual growth in dialogic approach (Kazak et al. 2015a; 

Wegerif, et al., 2017).  

 

3.6. Summary 

This section reviews studies related to innovative ways of the teaching and learning of 

data analytics. As a summary, in order to promote DA processes as well as developing 

students' key data analytics competencies (Figure 2.2), we consider the following points 

should be explicitly stressed: 

 Task design – Real world problems are related to students’ interests and require 

real (multivariate) data to be explored through using various models and 

representations. Also comparing sets of data will be useful strategies to encourage 

statistical inferences in their data analytics learning processes. 



 

  

 

   
 

 Taking a project based approach - problems are complex, and ill-structured. 

Therefore students have to make sense of problem context, organise and model 

data so that they can manage and work with, and make decisions and inferences 

about data and their interpretations.  

 Teachers' roles - teachers enrich, structure and scaffold students’ collaborative 

inquiry, give specific and planned guidance, be an organiser of the shared 

knowledge practices and support the dialogue of students to create the shared 

object. 

 Use of technology - use tools such as TinkerPlots or CODAP (Finzer, 2016) which 

can provide multiple and dynamic representations of data and models. 

 Students' affection towards DA – it is necessary to provide safe and encouraging 

learning environments to reduce their anxiety levels.  
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Appendix  

Table A.1 Software for the teaching and learning of DA 

Software Description (Capabilities) 

Pros/Cons (free/licensed, 

easy to use, target age group 

etc.) 

R 

https://www.

r-project.org/ 

 

‘R is a free software environment for statistical 

computing and graphics. It compiles and runs on a 

wide variety of UNIX platforms, Windows and 

MacOS.’ From the website 

Free tools for advanced 

statistics 

(+&-) Command based 

interface so post-16 or above 

(+) The package called 'R 

comander' can make R more 

accessible 

(http://www.rcommander.com/) 

(-) Students also have to learn 

how to import data sets from 

excel etc.  

 iNZight 

https://www.

stat.aucklan

d.ac.nz 

 

‘iNZight was initially designed for New Zealand high 

schools, allowing students to quickly and easily 

explore data and understand some statistical ideas 

(using the companion program VIT).’ From the 

website 

R based software – more visual 

/ intuitive data exploration than 

R is possible so KS3/4 students 

will be able to use.  You need 

to install R 

(-) interface is a bit difficult to 

use in particular those who 

have not used R before. And 

need a training session for both 

teachers and students to use? 

(-) graphs are not as dynamic 

as TinkerPlots 

(+&-) Data are first input in 

Excel but csv files can be 

imported 

https://www.r-project.org/
https://www.r-project.org/
http://www.rcommander.com/
https://www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/
https://www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/
https://www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/


 

  

 

   
 

VuSTAT 

https://www.

vustat.eu/ap

ps/index.htm

l?language=

3 

 

VuSTAT is a program with a wealth of possibilities 

to illustrate ideas in statistical education. VuSTAT is 

the statistical package for secondary education for 

students and teachers. VuSTAT comes with data 

and simulations to enhance teaching statistics and 

probability for students from the age of 12.  

Free apps for different topics in 

stats 

(+) Available in English, 

Spanish and Turkish 

(-) Readymade visualizations  

Tuva 

https://tuvala

bs.com/k12/  

Interactive Data Tools to Explore, Visualize, and 

Analyze Data 

 Understand the relationship between 

datasets and their graphical 

representations. 

 Compare different graphical representations 

of the same data. 

 Select and use appropriate statistical 

methods to analyze data. 

 Propose and justify predictions and 

conclusions based on data. 

 Recognize the difference in representing 

categorical and numerical data. 

 Import your data from Microsoft Excel or 

Google Spreadsheets. 

(-) Free tools/data sets are 

limited 

(+) Some data sets are 

provided and related to global 

issues 

 

Alongside the tools above, the following tools might also be used for teach data analytics 

in schools.  

Table 3.4 Other software for the teaching and learning  

GeoGebra 

https://www.geogebr

a.org/?ggbLang=en 

  

For Windows, Linux, MacOS X, Solaris 

systems. 

Histogram, bar chart, box diagram, dot 

diagram... 

Free web-based and software 

For all educational levels. 

(+) Available in English, Spanish 

and Turkish. 

https://www.vustat.eu/apps/index.html?language=3
https://www.vustat.eu/apps/index.html?language=3
https://www.vustat.eu/apps/index.html?language=3
https://www.vustat.eu/apps/index.html?language=3
https://www.vustat.eu/apps/index.html?language=3
https://tuvalabs.com/k12/
https://tuvalabs.com/k12/
https://www.geogebra.org/?ggbLang=en
https://www.geogebra.org/?ggbLang=en


 

  

 

   
 

                                                       (+) It's possible to work per 

groups from different computers. 

Desmos 

http://learn.desmos.

com/graphing 

It allows creating and elaborating graphs 

from the data and offers multiple activities 

for class. 

With Desmos, students can run regression 

to model bivariate data, or create and 

explore dynamic displays of important stats 

topics.  

  

Graph functions, plot data, evaluate 

equations, explore transformations... 

  

Allow add text (instructions, tips, links), 

folders, images 

  

Free web-based 

Primary and secondary 

education 

(+) Readymade visualizations 

and examples 

(+) The page can be 

automatically translated into 

Turkish and Spanish 

(+) Allow export the graphics in 

png format 

(+) It's possible to create a code 

and share the activity with the 

students 

  

  

Examples of activities: 

https://teacher.desmos.com/sear

ch?q=statistics 

Orange 

https://orange.biola

b.si/ 

For Windows, Linux, MacOS X systems. 

  

Visualization widgets include scatter plot, 

box plot and histogram, and model-specific 

visualizations like dendrogram, silhouette 

plot, and tree visualizations, just to mention 

a few. Many other visualizations are 

available in add-ons and include 

visualizations of networks, word clouds, 

geographical maps, and more. 

  

Free software. 

For all educational levels. 

  

Examples: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=OmaAC8a52YI 

http://learn.desmos.com/graphing
http://learn.desmos.com/graphing
https://teacher.desmos.com/search?q=statistics
https://teacher.desmos.com/search?q=statistics
https://orange.biolab.si/
https://orange.biolab.si/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmaAC8a52YI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmaAC8a52YI


 

  

 

   
 

Ploticus 

http://ploticus.sour

ceforge.net/doc/wel

come.html 

It runs under Windows, Unix, Solaris, Linux 

and Mac OS systems. 

Ploticus is a free GPL software utility that 

can produce various types of plots and 

graphs. Data input is usually csv files or text 

files such as used with sort, awk, etc. Output 

options are GIF, PNG, PostScript, SVG and 

some others. 

Free, open source software. 

Secondary education maybe? (It 

seems difficult to use) 

(+) Full documentation and lots 

of examples available 

(+) Variety of standard graphs 

and plots supported 

(-) Old-school installation 

method; some may find it hard to 

get going 

  

Examples: 

http://ploticus.sourceforge.net/ga

llery/index.html 

  

http://ploticus.sourceforge.net/do

c/prefabs.html 

ParaView 

https://www.paravie

w.org/overview/ 

Multi-platform data analysis and 

visualization application. ParaView users 

can quickly build visualizations to analyse 

their data using qualitative and quantitative 

techniques.  

Open-source 

(+) Data exploration can be done 

interactively in 3D. 

(+) Tutorial: 

https://www.paraview.org/Wiki/i

mages/1/13/ParaViewTutorial52.

pdf 

Statcato 

http://www.statcato.

org/statcato/index.p

hp/about/features 

Statcato is an open source Java based 

software for elementary statistics.  It 

includes just about every chart, statistics, 

confidence interval, and hypothesis test that 

is used in the standard elementary statistics 

course. 

Also provides a calculator and utilities for 

creating graphs, including bar chart, box 

Free 

(-) Neither Spanish nor Turkish 

http://ploticus.sourceforge.net/doc/welcome.html
http://ploticus.sourceforge.net/doc/welcome.html
http://ploticus.sourceforge.net/doc/welcome.html
http://ploticus.sourceforge.net/gallery/index.html
http://ploticus.sourceforge.net/gallery/index.html
http://ploticus.sourceforge.net/doc/prefabs.html
http://ploticus.sourceforge.net/doc/prefabs.html
https://www.paraview.org/overview/
https://www.paraview.org/overview/
https://www.paraview.org/Wiki/images/1/13/ParaViewTutorial52.pdf
https://www.paraview.org/Wiki/images/1/13/ParaViewTutorial52.pdf
https://www.paraview.org/Wiki/images/1/13/ParaViewTutorial52.pdf
http://www.statcato.org/statcato/index.php/about/features
http://www.statcato.org/statcato/index.php/about/features
http://www.statcato.org/statcato/index.php/about/features


 

  

 

   
 

plot, dot plot, histogram, normal quantile 

plot, pie chart, scatterplot, and stem plot 

Plotly 

https://plot.ly/plotly

-js-scientific-d3-

charting-library/ 

 
Free web-based. 

Only required sign up 

Statistical lab 

http://www.statistikl

abor.de/en/Downloa

d/index.html 

The Statistical Lab is an explorative and 

interactive tool designed both to support 

education in statistics and provide a tool for 

the simulation and solution of statistical 

problems. 

The graphical user interface is designed to 

make complex statistical relations easy to 

understand. It connects and displays data 

frames, frequency tables, random numbers 

or matrixes in a user-friendly statistical 

worksheet allowing users to run 

calculations, conduct analyses and perform 

multiple simulations and manipulations. 

 

Free software 

  

Curve expert 

http://www.descarg

ar-

software.com/desc

argar-gratis-

curveexpert-

1.40/82/ 

Curve Expert is a plotter and curve systems 

analyst. The XY components can be 

modeled using linear regression tools, 

without linear, interpolation and other 30 

models. Users can modify and create other 

models according to their needs, in turn they 

have good tools for analyzing the curves and 

different ways to create them. 

Free software 

Works on all computer systems 

Multilab 

http://fourieredu.co

m/support/multilog

pro/ 

It provides everything you need in order to 

collect data, display the data in graphs, 

meters and tables, analyze the data with 

sophisticated analysis tools and even view 

online or recorded video movies of the 

actual experiment. 

Free software 

(+) Full documentation 

https://plot.ly/plotly-js-scientific-d3-charting-library/
https://plot.ly/plotly-js-scientific-d3-charting-library/
https://plot.ly/plotly-js-scientific-d3-charting-library/
http://www.statistiklabor.de/en/Download/index.html
http://www.statistiklabor.de/en/Download/index.html
http://www.statistiklabor.de/en/Download/index.html
http://www.descargar-software.com/descargar-gratis-curveexpert-1.40/82/
http://www.descargar-software.com/descargar-gratis-curveexpert-1.40/82/
http://www.descargar-software.com/descargar-gratis-curveexpert-1.40/82/
http://www.descargar-software.com/descargar-gratis-curveexpert-1.40/82/
http://www.descargar-software.com/descargar-gratis-curveexpert-1.40/82/
http://www.descargar-software.com/descargar-gratis-curveexpert-1.40/82/
http://fourieredu.com/support/multilogpro/
http://fourieredu.com/support/multilogpro/
http://fourieredu.com/support/multilogpro/


 

  

 

   
 

MultiLab includes four displays: Graph, 

Table, Video, and a navigation display called 

the Data Map. You can view all four displays 

simultaneously or view any combination 

of the four. 

BrightStat 

https://secure.brigh

tstat.com/index.php

?p=c&d=2&c=10&i=

24 

Store data or outputfile in database (20 

files); save files on device; statistical 

analyses; create and display graphs; data 

manipulation; define value labels; define 

filter and split variable 

Free 

Only required sign up 

(+) Tutorial videos 

  

It seems very useful 

Tracker 

https://physlets.org

/tracker/ 

Tracker is a free video analysis and 

modeling tool built on the Open Source 

Physics(OSP) Java framework. It is 

designed to be used in physics education. 

Tracker video modeling is a powerful way 

to combine videos with computer modeling.  

Free software 

Works on Windows, Mac OS X, 

Linux 32-bit, Linux 64-bit 

systems 

(+) Full documentation and 

videos 

SPSS 

https://www.ibm.co

m/analytics/es/es/te

chnology/spss/ 

Descriptive statistics, regression, advanced 

statistics, graphs, tables and easy-to-read 

trees. 

Licensed (offers a 30-day trial 

version) 

Secondary education 

(+) Available in English, Spanish 

and Turkish. 

(+) Dealing with multiple data 

sets  

(-) Better for advanced 

secondary courses 

(-) Interface and data entry are 

not intuitive 

  

 

https://secure.brightstat.com/index.php?p=c&d=2&c=10&i=24
https://secure.brightstat.com/index.php?p=c&d=2&c=10&i=24
https://secure.brightstat.com/index.php?p=c&d=2&c=10&i=24
https://secure.brightstat.com/index.php?p=c&d=2&c=10&i=24
https://physlets.org/tracker/
https://physlets.org/tracker/
http://www.opensourcephysics.org/
http://www.opensourcephysics.org/
https://www.ibm.com/analytics/es/es/technology/spss/
https://www.ibm.com/analytics/es/es/technology/spss/
https://www.ibm.com/analytics/es/es/technology/spss/


 

  

 

   
 

See also: http://community.dur.ac.uk/procivic.stat/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Dynamic-

Visualisation-Tools.pdf 


